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Abstract—Collaborative robots are multirobot systems
working together for the same industrial task such as
robotic assembling. To achieve an efficient collaboration,
robots require not only locally sensing the environmental
data but also immediately sharing these data with neighbors. However, there exists a dilemma between the large
amount of sensory data and the limited wireless bandwidth. In this paper, we study the problem of maximizing the
throughput of sensory data sharing in collaborative robots.
This data sharing is different from the transmissions in conventional mobile networks due to the real-time sharing requirement and the vicinity sharing pattern. Thus, existing
adaptation methods cannot be applied directly. To maximize the throughput in dynamic environment, we propose a
novel adaptation method AdaSharing based on control theory, which jointly adapts the combination of packet rate and
transmission power according to the feedback of throughput. We implement AdaSharing in a nine-robot testbed, and
conduct extensive experiments to verify its feasibility and
effectiveness. Simulations based on ns-2 are further conducted to evaluate AdaSharing in large-scale scenarios.
Both experiment and simulation results demonstrate that
AdaSharing outperforms existing methods by improving the
throughput up to 23%.
Index Terms—Adaptive communication, data sharing,
robotic networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

OLLABORATIVE robots [2], [30] are revolutionizing
the worldwide industry. Different from traditional robots,
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Fig. 1. Examples of existing collaborative robots. (a) Multirobot assemblers. (b) RoboCup soccer team.

which are usually predefined for repetitive tasks, collaborative
robots are envisioned to work together as coworkers, operate
safely with humans, and adapt to versatile tasks and dynamic environments. In recent years, collaborative robots
attract extensive attention. In academia, an MIT project [2] studies that multiple robots assemble a chair collaboratively [see
Fig. 1(a)]. Robotic soccer teams compete against each other
in RoboCup [12] every year [see Fig. 1(b)]. In industry, smart
robots Baxter and Sawyer [5] are newly developed to perform
tasks like humans do. Such robots are replacing manpower to
perform more and more tasks.
Sensory data sharing is fundamental to support collaborative
robots. Since every robot can only sense its surrounding data,
sharing these data in its vicinity is helpful as it provides the benefits of sharing different views of the targets, avoiding humans
from blind spots, reacting swiftly to dynamic environments, and
responding other robots’ requests.
With the development of robots, various sensors are equipped,
such as camera, radar, acoustic, and photosensitive sensors.
These sensors generate a large amount of sensory data [26],
[29]. However, it is not easy to share these data in time due
to the limited wireless bandwidth. In this paper, we study the
problem of maximizing the throughput of sensory data sharing,
which is to fully utilize the channel bandwidth to share as many
data as possible in collaborative robots.
Sensory data sharing in collaborative robots distinguishes
from data transmission in conventional mobile networks due
to its unique temporal and spatial characteristics. Temporally,
it has stringent data freshness requirement, where the sensory
data need to be shared in real-time. Spatially, each robot only
needs to share data with its neighbors, where neighbors are
the robots within communication range. It is unnecessary to
transmit data to long-distance robots because there is no instant
collaboration between them. Hence, directly applying existing
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adaptation methods in collaborative robots cannot achieve a
satisfactory result.
In research community of robot [1], [34], adaptive communication methods are studied for various objectives such
as guaranteeing the connectivity [3], reducing the energy
consumption [35], and adapting the communication for
self-reconfigurable robots [25]. Nevertheless, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no research effort toward improving sensory
data sharing by adaptive communication in collaborative robots.
Maximizing the throughput of data sharing is nontrivial due
to two challenges. First, multiple tunable variables. There are
several tunable variables in robotic communications such as
packet rate and transmission power. Separately or serially tuning them cannot accomplish the maximal throughput because
their combined effect is ignored. It is challenging to explore
the correlation among multiple variables and jointly optimize
them. Second, dynamic environment. Mobile robots work in a
highly dynamic environment. Hence, it is difficult to capture the
dynamics for precise and quick reactions.
In this paper, we investigate the sensory data sharing problem from the control theory perspective [20] and propose a
novel AdaSharing method for every robot, in which all tunable
variables are jointly adapted to maximize the throughput. In
AdaSharing, we tackle the challenges by the following techniques. First, a multi-input single-output (MISO) control model
is used to present the correlation between multiple tunable variables and the throughput performance. Second, for acquiring
the dynamics, we design a lightweight online trainer, which can
track the dynamic correlation quickly. Leveraging the closedloop control concept, AdaSharing updates the dynamic correlation through the feedback of throughput. In this way, the optimal
control strategy for the combination of multiple variables can
be determined.
We implement AdaSharing in a nine-robot testbed, where
every robot prototype is established by a programmable
iRobot [10] for moving and operating, a laptop for computing and controlling, and a TelosB mote [29] for sensing and
transmitting. These robots work collaboratively for an assigned
task, which is to transport scattered cups into a given region.
Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and the effectiveness of AdaSharing in practice. Compared with the conventional wireless protocols, AdaSharing improves the throughput
by 23.7% and further saves 36.1% time on completing the task.
To explore the scalability of AdaSharing, extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate its performance in large-scale
robotic networks. Simulation results show that the highly dense
scenarios can further embody the advantage of AdaSharing,
which outperforms existing methods by up to 23.9% throughput
while maintaining the packet delay within 29 ms for data
freshness.
The main contributions of this paper are threefold.
1) We study the problem of the optimization of sensory data
sharing in collaborative robots, where the data freshness
and the vicinity sharing pattern are considered. This problem is fundamental to support the collaborative robots.
2) We apply control theory into adaptive communication
design and propose a novel AdaSharing method, which
adapts the communication variables based on the feed-

back of throughput. This method leverages the MISO
model to present the complex correlation between multiple variables and throughput. Moreover, an online trainer
is designed to quickly capture the dynamics.
3) We implement AdaSharing in a nine-robot testbed and
evaluate its performance. We further conduct extensive
simulations to evaluate AdaSharing in large-scale
robotic networks. Performance results demonstrate
that AdaSharing is feasible for practical collaborative
robots and outperforms existing adaptive communication
methods.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, first, we present the motivation of this problem.
We then describe the communication system of collaborative
robots and state the problem.
A. Motivation
This work falls into the research of collaborative robots, in
which multiple robots compose a mobile network and work
collaboratively for assigned tasks. Sensory data sharing is an indispensable process in such a robotic network. Since any robot
can only acquire its surrounding data via equipped sensors, sharing the sensory data (such as position, status, target, human, and
environment information) effectively supports the collaboration
among robots in dynamic scenarios.
Recent sensors generate massive sensory data. For example,
the robot Baxter [5] equips the webcam with 1280 × 800 pixels resolution and 30 fps frame rate. The robotic fish in [29]
equips various aquatic sensors and transmits the sensory data
by the ZigBee wireless interface. However, sharing these data
are constrained by the limited wireless bandwidth. For instance,
the ZigBee module has a 2 MHz bandwidth and 250 kb/s data
rate [13]. When the packet length is 133 Bytes and the packet
rate is 60 Hz, only four robots would lead to the channel saturation, i.e., 133 × 8 × 60 × 4 = 255 360 ≥250 k. To support
the collaboration, it is desired to share all sensory data. i.e., to
maximize the throughput of data sharing.
Directly applying traditional wireless optimization methods
into collaborative robots cannot achieve the maximal throughput
due to two special characteristics in sensory data sharing.
From the temporal dimension, every robot requires the data
freshness, which aims to share the sensory data immediately.
It is desired that overdue data do not occupy any wireless resource. Current collaborative robots usually share their data by
the broadcast manner. On one hand, the broadcast manner is
more time-efficient than unicast in simultaneously sharing data
with multiple neighbors. On the other hand, some collisions
cannot be avoided in broadcast, which will lead to bit error and
packet loss. Hence, we need to carefully control the packet rate
to reduce the collision opportunity.
From the spatial dimension, sensory data sharing is also
different from conventional transmission patterns in mobile
networks. In conventional networks, data forwarding [33] is
a source-destination transmission via relays, data dissemination [32] floods the packets from one to all, and data collection [13] is a convergecast process from all to one. On the
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Model of robotic communication system.

contrary, robots in sensory data sharing usually broadcast data
to its single-hop neighbors. Multihop forwarding is unnecessary
because it introduces huge traffics into networks, but there is no
instant collaboration between long-distance robots. Especially,
in large-scale robotic networks, local collaboration is more flexible than centralized control for dynamics. Thus, power control
is required to adjust the number of neighbors for maximizing
the throughput.
Due to the data freshness requirement and the vicinity sharing
pattern, it is required to design an innovative and tailored method
for collaborative robots.
B. System Description
In this paper, we consider a series of robots with the capabilities of operating, moving, sensing, computing, and communicating. To collaboratively accomplish the assigned tasks, these
robots share the sensory data by their robotic communication
systems.
The model of robotic communication system is depicted in
Fig. 2, whose basic component is the wireless device. Currently,
the commercial wireless devices in robots are WiFi [24], ZigBee [13], and Bluetooth [21]. All the other factors connected
with the wireless device are classified into three categories:
output, inputs, and noises. Especially, the output is decided by
inputs and noises.
1) Output: The output is the performance of robotic communications. We consider the throughput as the main output,
which is defined as the data received by a robot in one time slot
(in this paper, one time slot is set to be 1 s by default).
2) Inputs: The inputs are the tunable variables in robotic
communications. Among all the variables, we focus on packet
rate and transmission power, which are two most common variables offered by general wireless protocols including WiFi, ZigBee, and Bluetooth.
1) The packet rate is the number of packets transmitted in
one time slot, where all packets have the same length
for a certain robotic application. The tunable range of
packet rate is from 0 to the sensing rate, where the sensing rate is the number of sensory data generated in one
time slot. The sensing rate is determined by the hardware
of sensors. e.g., 30 fps webcam [5]. A high packet rate
increases the throughput in an unsaturated channel. But a
too high packet rate makes a channel congested, in which
collisions lead to a reduction of throughput.
2) The transmission power is another tunable input. According to the standards, ZigBee can be adjusted from −33 to
0 dBm and WiFi [24] is from 0 to 20 dBm. Normally, a

Fig. 3.

Architecture of AdaSharing.

high transmission power results in a long communication
range but strong interferences to more neighbors.
3) Noises: The noises are the uncontrolled variables in
dynamic environment, which also affects the throughput, such
as transmissions from other robots. What is worse, some noises
cannot be directly measured, such as the multipath [27].
C. Problem and Challenges
Based on the above model, in order to efficiently support
the collaboration in robots, we propose to study the sensory
data sharing problem for maximizing the throughput in dynamic environment by jointly adapting the packet rate and the
transmission power.
To solve this problem, we need to model the correlation between inputs and output, and then design the adaptation strategy
based on the dynamic correlation. However, neither of these two
steps are trivial as the following challenges exist.
Challenge 1: It is challenging to characterize the complex
correlation between inputs and output. The packet rate and the
transmission power are not independent. For example, when the
power is increased, more robots are covered in the communication range. To maintain the maximal throughput, the packet rate
should be reduced correspondingly. Thus, a joint adaptation for
two inputs is necessary.
Challenge 2: It is difficult to capture the dynamic correlation
precisely and quickly. Collaborative robots inherit the dynamic
property from mobile networks as the robots are mobile and
the environment is also dynamic. A predetermined formulation
is unavailable to present the dynamic correlation because some
noises cannot be measured. Hence, an online lightweight update
of the correlation is needed.
III. DESIGN OF ADASHARING
In order to address the maximal data sharing problem, we
propose a novel Adaptive Sharing (AdaSharing) method.
A. Design Overview
The basic idea of AdaSharing leverages the adaptive control [20] theory to adapt the combination of tunable variables
(inputs) based on the closed-loop feedback of performance
(output). The architecture of AdaSharing is illustrated in Fig. 3.
AdaSharing is composed of three principal modules.
1) The online trainer is a lightweight learning module. It
resorts to a typical MISO control model to present the
correlation between inputs and output. Since such a cor-
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relation is dynamic, this trainer updates the correlation
estimation using the feedback of output and the inputs at
every time slot.
2) The optimal controller module determines the optimal
inputs for the next time slot. Based on the estimated correlation and the real-time feedback, the optimal inputs
are desired to result in the optimal communication performance.
3) The local measurement module measures the output and
feeds it back to online trainer and optimal controller.
In order to measure the throughput of neighbors without
additional overhead, the module is designed to estimate
the throughput locally.
The design of AdaSharing tackles the aforementioned two
challenges: First, MISO control model is used to present the
complex correlation between inputs and output. Second,
the local measurement and the online trainer keep pace with
the dynamic correlation precisely and quickly.
With the dynamic correlation, the optimal controller determines the setting of inputs. As a result, the maximal throughput
of sensory data sharing can be accomplished.
Next, we present the details of these three modules.
B. Online Trainer Design
Before introducing the design of online trainer, we first formulate the robotic communication system by a typical MISO
control model. Note that the MISO here is a control model but
not a MISO antenna system in communication area.
In our data sharing problem, multiple inputs are collectively
denoted by an input vector u(k), where k presents the kth time
slot. Similarly, the output in the kth time slot is denoted by
the vector y(k). The number of inputs and output are denoted
by i and o, respectively. Since there are i = 2 inputs, we have
u(k) = [u1 (k) u2 (k)]T , where u1 is the packet rate and u2 is
the transmission power. There is only o = 1 output, so y(k) is
the throughput. We can extend the MISO model to be a general
multi-input multioutput (MIMO) model if needed, in which
more inputs and outputs are able to be added easily.
We adopt the MISO control model because it can bridge the
inputs and the output by parameter matrices. Thus, the complex
correlation between variables and throughput can be mathematically formulated.
Applying MISO has the condition of linear system. As we
all know that communication system is a nonlinear system.
However, in collaborative robots, the need of data sharing is frequently. Thus, a time slot can be defined as a very short duration,
e.g., 1 s. In such a short duration, the robotic communication
system can be considered as an approximate linear and time
invariant system. Consequently, the MISO control model can be
utilized in our problem.
According to the adaptive control theory [4], the correlation
between multiple inputs to output can be linked by parameter
matrices, which is presented by
y(k) = A1 (k − 1)y(k − 1) + . . . + An (k − 1)y(k − n)
+ B0 (k − 1)u(k − 1) + . . . + Bn −1 (k − 1)u(k − n)
+ e(k)

(1)

where Aj (k) and Bj (k) are parameter matrices with size o × o
and o × i, respectively, n (0 < j < n) is the order of the model,
and e(k) is an identically distributed vector with zero mean.
Moreover, e is assumed to be independent with y, u, A, and B.
We consider e(k) to be the noises in the robotic communication
system. The order n is usually low in computer and communication systems [18], whose value can be obtained by the classic
identification method in [4].
For simplicity of notation, we rewrite (1) as
y(k + 1) = X(k)φ(k) + e(k + 1)

(2)

X(k) = [B0 (k) . . . Bn −1 (k) A1 (k) . . . An (k)]

(3)

where
φ(k) = [uT (k) . . . uT (k − n + 1)
y T (k) . . . y T (k − n + 1)]T .

(4)

In (3), X(k) presents the correlation between inputs as well as
their impact on the output. Since the robots are mobile and noises
exist in the dynamic environment, the correlation matrix X(k)
is time-varying, which needs an online method to periodically
update it.
The goal of our online trainer design is to quickly obtain
the dynamic X(k). We adopt the recursive least squares (RLS)
method [18] in our online trainer because of its low computational overhead. RLS is able to update X̂(k + 1) with only the
latest sample φ(k) and the estimated correlation X̂(k) at kth
slot.
Since RLS is a well-studied mathematic tool, we omit the
derivation process. Leveraging RLS, the dynamic correlation
X̂(k + 1) can be estimated by the following:
X̂(k + 1) = X̂(k) +

ε(k + 1)φT (k)P (k − 1)
λ + φT (k)P (k − 1)φ(k)

ε(k + 1) = y(k + 1) − X̂(k)φ(k)
P (k) =

(5)
(6)

P (k − 1) P (k − 1)φ(k)φT (k)P (k − 1)
−
(7)
λ
λ(1 + φT (k)P (k − 1)φ(k))

where X̂(k) is the estimate of X(k), ε(k) is the estimation error
vector, P (k) is the covariance matrix, and λ is the forgetting
factor (0 < λ  1), which determines the weight between the
older samples and the latest sample.
C. Optimal Controller Design
The optimal controller determines the values of inputs for
maximizing the throughput, and we formulate it as
Maximize : E{y(k + 1)}
Subject to : u1 (k) ∈ U1
u2 (k) ∈ U2

(8)

where E{.} is the expectation operator, U1 is the set of available
packet rates, and U2 is the set of power levels.
The design goal of (8) is that the expected y is steered to
the optimal output while the inputs are subject to the alternative
scopes. These constraints depend on the configuration of robots.
For example, if the robots adopt 60 fps webcam as its sensor, the
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packet rate u1 (k) ranges from 0 to 60. And if the robots utilize
ZigBee as its wireless protocol, the transmission power u2 (k)
ranges from −33 to 0 dBm.
In accordance with (6), we have
E{y(k + 1)} = E{X̂(k)φ(k) + ε(k + 1)}
= E{ŷ(k + 1)} + E{ε(k + 1)}
= ŷ(k + 1)

(9)

where ŷ(k + 1) = X̂(k)φ(k) is the estimate of y(k + 1), and
E{ε(k + 1)} is the expectation of estimation error. According
to RLS theory [4], E{ε(k + 1)} = 0. Then, (8) is transformed
to
Maximize : ŷ(k + 1)
Subject to : u1 (k) ∈ U1
u2 (k) ∈ U2
ŷ(k + 1) = X̂(k)φ(k).

(10)

We find that (10) is a constrained multivariate optimization
problem. In addition, each variable u1 (k) or u2 (k) has only finite
alternative scopes. This typical optimization problem can be
solved by existing methods such as direct search, gradient-based
search, or quadratic programming. For simplicity, we solve (10)
by the direct search method. The search space is |U1 ||U2 |, where
|U1 | and |U2 | are the numbers of different packet rates and
power levels, respectively. Searching all |U1 ||U2 | combinations
of inputs, the maximal output ŷ(k + 1) satisfying ŷ(k + 1) =
X̂(k)φ(k) can be obtained. In this way, the searched result is
the estimated optimal output yopt (k + 1) and its corresponding
input combination is the optimal control law uopt (k).
D. Local Measurement Design
The local measurement is used to acquire the real-time output
and feed it back to the other two modules.
Recall the objective of AdaSharing is to maximize the
throughput y(k). It is nontrivial to acquire other robot’s throughput because collaborative robots adopt the broadcast manner
for vicinity sharing and there is no acknowledgement about
the packet delivery information. Based on the channel reciprocity [27], neighbors can have similar transmission performance because every robot operates the same AdaSharing
method. Thus, the core idea of local measurement is to utilize a robot’s own throughput ŷ(k) to approximate the average
throughput of its neighbors y(k). A robot’s own throughput can
be measured locally, which is the total amount of received data
in the kth time slot.
E. Discussion: Beyond Two Inputs and One Ouput
Although AdaSharing in this paper adopts a two-input oneoutput MISO design, it is in fact more general. AdaSharing can
be easily scaled to a MIMO design with more inputs and outputs.
For instance, if robots adopt WiFi as their wireless protocol, the
data rate u3 (k) can be added into the input vector u(k), whose
range is from 6 to 54 Mb/s. In addition, outputs such as packet

Fig. 4.

Prototype of robot in our testbed.

delivery ratio (PDR) and packet latency are also significant in
some emergent robotic tasks. To taking multiple outputs into
account, the PDR y2 (k) and the packet latency y3 (k) can be set
as extra outputs and added into output vector y(k). With this
three-input three-output configuration, AdaSharing could adjust
the equations of optimal controller and still work in a similar
process.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of AdaSharing in practice, we implement it in a robotic testbed and evaluate its performance by extensive experiments.
A. Implementation
We design and establish a nine-robot testbed, in which every
robot consists of a laptop, an iRobot Create, and a TelosB mote.
A prototype of our robot is shown in Fig. 4(a).
1) The laptop is the “brain and eyes” of our robot.
As the brain, it serves as a central controller of
iRobot and TelosB, with AdaSharing implemented on
it. With the feedback of throughput ŷ(k) from TelosB,
the laptop computes the optimal control law u∗ (k) =
[u∗1 (k) u∗2 (k)]T . Then, it pushes the sensory data into the
queue in TelosB according to the packet rate u∗1 (k), and
sets the transmission power as u∗2 (k). In addition, the laptop is able to control the movement of iRobot by sending
commands via serial port, as shown in Fig. 4(b). And the
laptop is equipped with a webcam whose maximal frame
rate is 60 fps.
2) The iRobot is the “hands and feet” of our robot. The
iRobot Create [10] is a mobile robot, which moves following the commands from the laptop. We set that its
straight-line speed ranges from 0 to 0.5 m/s and its angular speed is 90 ◦ /s. In addition, we retrofit iRobot by
installing a front prong, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This prong
is used to transport items.
3) The TelosB is the “ear and mouth” of our robot, i.e.,
the robotic communication system for sharing data. The
TelosB mote transmits and receives sensory data using
ZigBee protocol, which is the most popular wireless interface in industrial robots [14]. The packet length is set
to be 133 Bytes, including 127 Bytes payload and 6 Bytes
header.
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Fig. 6.
Fig. 5.

CDF of throughput.

Snapshot of the experiment.

B. Collaboration Scenario: Transportation Task
A transportation task is assigned to these collaborative robots,
as shown in Fig. 5. In detail, 40 sanitary cups are randomly
scattered in a 12.5 m × 8 m working area. Nine robots are
required to find these cups and transport them to a 2 m × 1 m
destination region. Robots detect the red cups using its webcam
and image processing. Every time, one robot can push only one
cup using its prong. It is desired that robots can complete this
task as quickly as possible.
In this transportation scenario, two kinds of collaborations
are needed. First, when multiple robots detect and plan to transport the same cup, only the robot, which is closest to the cup,
continues to work on this cup and all the others move on to
look for new targets. Second, to avoid crash during movement,
robots obey the following two priorities. First, the robot farther
to the destination region yields the road rights to the closer one.
Second, the slower robot yields to the faster one.
Both of these collaborations rely on the sensory data sharing,
including vision, speed, direction, and position. The vision information is acquired by webcam, including whether “see” any
robots, cups, humans, or boundary along with the estimation
of their relative positions. The speed is measured by iRobot.
In addition, different from mature industrial robots, our robots
are the simple prototypes, which have no localization system
such as GPS. To acquire directions and positions, we leverage
a classic vision-based indoor localization system [11] with two
high-resolution cameras. The views of the cameras cover the
whole area, so all robots’ positions can be analyzed. In addition,
the directions of robots can be determined by the green head,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). This localization system sends directions
and positions to robots via WiFi. It does not interfere the data
sharing via ZigBee as the transmissions are allocated in different
channels.
C. Experiment Setting
We conduct experiments using the nine-robot testbed and
assign them the transportation task. In our robotic communication system, the inputs are the packet rate and the transmission
power. The rate can be tuned from 0 to 60 Hz. The power ranges
from −33 to 0 dBm (corresponding to the power level from 1
to 31 in TinyOS). The output is the throughput.

In our experiment, we compare the proposed AdaSharing
with the standard ZigBee protocol. Our setting is to make a
highly saturated channel, because an unsaturated channel does
not need any adaptation and directly maximizing all variables
can achieve the maximal throughput. Hence, the rate and the
power in ZigBee are fixed at 60 Hz and 0 dBm, respectively.
The initialization of AdaSharing is also 60 Hz and 0 dBm. For
the forgetting factor, we set the empirical value λ = 0.95. A
small λ will lead to too long convergence time and a large λ will
lead to inaccurate control. The optimal λ is not easy to derive
because it relies on the devices, applications, and environments.
Hence, we set its value by large amount of experiments in order
to achieve a tradeoff between accuracy and convergence time.
The objective of AdaSharing is to support the collaborative
robots in dynamics. Thus, robots can increase the transportation
efficiency for time saving and reduce the total travel distance
for energy saving. And the cost is only negligible computational
overhead.
D. Experiment Result
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and the efficiency
of AdaSharing, nine robots collaboratively operate the transportation task using AdaSharing and standard ZigBee, respectively. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of nine
robots’ throughput is depicted in Fig. 6. With AdaSharing, the
throughput of every robot is larger than 209 kb/s, and their
average throughput achieves 214 kb/s. Compared with the average throughput of ZigBee (173 kb/s), AdaSharing significantly outperforms the standard ZigBee by improving about
(214 − 173)/173 = 23.7% amount of data sharing.
The CDFs of selected packet rate and transmission power are
illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. These figures elaborate
the reason why AdaSharing outperforms ZigBee. Since ZigBee
adopts a greedy strategy, in which both rate and power are always set at the maximum, every robot’s transmission interferes
the others’ and the channel is overload due to too many transmitted data. Thus, many packets are collided, leading to the low
throughput. On the contrary, AdaSharing adaptively tunes the
combination of rate and power to guarantee a high throughput.
For example, when robots are dense, AdaSharing reduces the
rate to mitigate the probability of collision. When robots are
sparse, AdaSharing reduces the power, and multiple robots can
transmit data without interference. Consequently, the selected
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Fig. 7.

CDF of packet rate.

Fig. 10.

Time cost in different number of robots.

Fig. 8.

CDF of transmission power.

Fig. 11.

PDR in different number of robots.

Throughput in different number of robots.

ing a transportation task by different number of robots in Fig. 10.
Compared with ZigBee, AdaSharing saves 5.3%, 13.2%, 19.2%,
27.4%, and 36.1% time at 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9-robot cases, respectively. The reason is that the robots collaborate more efficiently
when more sensory data are shared. For example, an early data
sharing about the target detection can allow other robots to
search for new targets early. In addition, sharing more data during the transportation would allow robots to move with a higher
speed while avoiding crashes.
We also study the PDR, which is a common metric in wireless
communication. PDR is defined by NR (j, k)/NT (j, k), where
NR (j, k) is the total number of received packets by robot j
at kth time slot and NT (j, k) is the total number of packets
transmitted to j. All transmitted packets are logged in laptops,
so we can calculate NT (j, k). The average PDRs are plotted in
Fig. 11. When the number of robots is increased, the PDR of
ZigBee decreases because of large amount of transmissions in
the saturated channel. At the 9-robot case, ZigBee’s PDR is only
39.4%. In contrast, AdaSharing maintains the PDR larger than
95%. This result demonstrates the accuracy of AdaSharing’s
joint control that nearly all transmitted packets are successfully
received.

Fig. 9.

rates of AdaSharing are distributed from 26 to 60 pkt/s, as shown
in Fig. 7 and the selected power levels are distributed from −33
to −15 dBm, as shown in Fig. 8.
To evaluate AdaSharing in different densities, we conduct
experiments by varying the number of robots from 2 to 9. In
Fig. 9, when the number is smaller than 4, AdaSharing and
ZigBee achieve the similar throughput. The reason is that a small
number of robots cannot lead to a saturated channel, even when
they transmit at their maximal rate and power. However, when
the number is larger than 4, the channel becomes congested,
and the strength of joint adaptation is embodied. AdaSharing is
6.5%, 11.5%, 15.6%, 20.5%, and 23.7% better than ZigBee at
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9-robot cases, respectively.
Benefiting from the high throughput, AdaSharing helps robots
to accomplish task quickly. We show the time cost on complet-

V. SIMULATION
Other than the testbed experiment, we also conduct extensive
ns-2 simulations to understand the performance of AdaSharing
in large-scale scenarios. In addition, more parameters such as
packet delay could be measured and compared in simulations.
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Comparison of throughput.

Fig. 13.

Comparison of convergence.

Fig. 14.

Accuracy of local measurement.

A. Simulation Setting
Our simulations are conducted in a 1000 m × 1000 m square
area. Robots move in this area following the random walk mobility model with the speed varying from 0 to 10 m/s. The total
number of robots are set as 50, 100, 200, and 400. The widely
adopted two-ray ground model [27] is selected to characterize
the wireless channel. According to the physical layer of ZigBee [13], a packet can be successfully decoded by the receiver
when its reception power is larger than −85 dBm. The additive
white Gaussian noise [27] is also added.
Two inputs u(k) are tunable in our simulations. The packet
rate can be changed from 0 to 60 Hz and the power level ranges
from −33 to 0 dBm. The inputs are allowed to be adjusted
every time slot, where one time slot is set as 1 s. The main
performance metric is the throughput, which is defined as the
average throughput of all robots in our simulation.
We compare the performance of the following methods.
1) ZigBee is the standard wireless protocol with fixed packet
rate and transmission power. We set a greedy strategy for
ZigBee, where rate and power are always at their maximal
values.
2) IFRC [22], Interference-aware Fair Rate Control, is the
classic rate adaptation method in ZigBee communications, which controls the packet rate based on the awareness of interference.
3) ATPC [17], Adaptive Transmission Power Control, is the
class power control method in ZigBee communications,
which controls the transmission power based on the estimation of dynamic link quality.
4) TRC+TPC [9], Transmission Rate Control + Transmission Power Control, is the closest method to our work in
literature, which jointly controls the transmission rate and
the power in vehicular networks. Its optimization objective is to reduce the transmission delay, which is similar
to improve the throughput.
5) AdaSharing is our proposed method based on the feedback control, which jointly adapts the rate and the power
to achieve the maximal throughput.
B. Simulation Result
In Fig. 12, we plot the CDFs of throughput for different methods when the number of robots is 400. This figure demonstrates
the effectiveness of AdaSharing in large-scale robotic networks.

First, AdaSharing outperforms the other four methods on the
throughput. In detail, the average throughput of AdaSharing
is 218 kb/s, while the average throughput of ZigBee, RFRC,
ARPC, and TRC+TPC is 105, 158, 151, and 176 kb/s, respectively. Second, AdaSharing achieves a relative fair throughput,
i.e., the throughput of every robot is similar. For example, about
90% (from 5% to 95%) robots’ throughput in AdaSharing is
within a small range between 209 and 227 kb/s. Nevertheless,
the difference of throughput in ZigBee with the same 90% range
is 141 − 69 = 72 kb/s.
Convergence is an important metric in control systems. To
verify the convergence, we conduct a simulation that 400 robots
are randomly scattered and fixed in the area. The environment
is stationary but every robot’s adjustment will affect the others.
In mobile scenario, since variables keep changing according to
the dynamics, the convergence cannot be recognized clearly.
Thus, we simulate convergence by stationary scenario, which is
a general snapshot of mobile scenario. Then, we plot the change
of throughput of one certain robot in Fig. 13. We can summarize the following. First, AdaSharing is able to converge. In
Fig. 13, AdaSharing reaches a constant output after 5 s. Second,
AdaSharing converges smoothly. Although IFRC, ATPC, and
TRC+TPC also converge, the convergence process of AdaSharing is quicker and smoother than others.
AdaSharing adopts ŷ(k) to replace y(k) in local measurement mechanism, where ŷ(k) is the throughput of a robot and
y(k) is the average throughput of its neighbors. To demonstrate
the accuracy of local measurement, we show the CDF of the
measurement error ratio in Fig. 14. The measurement error ratio
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Fig. 15.

Impact of density.

Fig. 17.
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Average throughput from each neighbor.

ŷ (k )
N n (k ) . We show the number of neighbors and ATfEN in Fig. 17.

ZigBee has the most neighbors, but the lowest ATfEN. In contrast, AdaSharing has not many neighbors, but perform the highest ATfEN. Such results indicate that AdaSharing collaborates
only a few short-distance robots, but the collaboration among
these neighbors is extremely efficient because sufficient data are
shared among them.
VI. RELATED WORK

Fig. 16.

Comparison of data freshness.

(k )|
is defined by |ŷ (ky)−y
. As shown in Fig. 14, all error ratios are
(k )
less than 5% and the average error ratio is only 2.06%. Such results indicate that ŷ(k) and y(k) are approximately of the same
value. Thus, we can leverage ŷ(k) to estimate y(k) for sensory
data sharing.
To understand the impact of density, we conduct simulation
with different number of robots 50, 100, 200, and 400. The
results of average throughput are shown in Fig. 15. AdaSharing provides the highest throughput in any density because it
keeps fully exploiting the bandwidth by adaptation. Especially,
the higher density, the more percentage of throughput AdaSharing exceeds others. For example, at 50-robot case, AdaSharing
shares (212 − 201)/201 = 5.5% data more than TRC+TPC.
And at 400-robot case, over 23.9% data are shared by AdaSharing compared with TRC+TPC.
Regarding the data freshness, we measure the delay from a
packet pushed into queue to this packet received by the farthest
single-hop neighbor. The average delay of five methods are
depicted in Fig. 16. We observe that AdaSharing achieves the
best packet delay among all, which maintains within 29 ms. The
other methods consume much more time. For example, at 400robot case, ZigBee, IFRC, ATPC, and TRC+TPC needs 491,
135, 243, and 112 ms, respectively. Hence, AdaSharing shares
more fresh data than others. AdaSharing can achieve such short
delay due to its adaptation of packet rate.
With respect to the vicinity sharing pattern, we measure the
number of neighbors Nn and the average throughput from each
neighbor (ATfEN). The ATfEN is the amount of received data
from one neighbor at the kth time slot, which is defined by

In the literature, plenty of adaptation methods have been studied to improve the performance of wireless communications,
such as power control and rate selection. In this section, our discussion focuses on the adaptation methods in two mostly related
categories: robotic networks and quasi-robotic networks.
A. Adaptation Methods in Robotic Networks
Most robotic networks [8] directly adopt the standard wireless
protocols and classic adaptation methods. Commercial 802.11based WiFi device is adopted to establish the robotic wireless
networking testbed SCAN [24]. The standard ZigBee is leveraged in the robotic fishes in [29]. In [21], robots with Bluetooth
are utilized for indoor localization. Moreover, the classic
PCMAP [19] controls the power based on the successive samples of SNRs. And the classic RRAA [31] selects the rate based
on the packet loss ratio. All these methods demand a long
learning process. Hence, they are not sufficient to response the
dynamics in collaborative robots.
A few robotic researches pay attention to adaptive communication for various objectives. For example, to guarantee the
connectivity among autonomous robots, Fink et al. [3] propose
to jointly adapt the mobility and the routing variables. For reducing energy consumption, Yan and Mostofi [35] develop a cooptimization framework to plan robot’s speed, transmission rate,
and stop time. Leveraging the hormone concept, Shen et al. [25]
design an adaptive communication and control method for selfreconfigurable robots. To the best of our knowledge, there is
still no adaptation work studying the data sharing enhancement
in collaborative robots.
Adaptive neural networks are widely used to control the
robotic systems. ASFSRBNC [16] applies an adaptive law to
modify the fuzzy consequent parameter to manipulate a robotic
system. He et al. [7] adopts adaptive neural networks to handle
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system uncertainties and disturbances in robots with full-state
constraints. In [15], a new control formulation is proposed for
robotic manipulator, which unifies existing neural network control tasks with prescribed performance bound. Existing neural
networks are only used for robotics movement and manipulation
but not communication control. Moreover, the computational
complex of neural networks is higher than adaptive control.
B. Adaptation Methods in Quasi-Robotic Networks
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), especially mobile
WSNs [6], are closely related to collaborative robots, because
both of them need to transmit sensory data in the networks.
Lots of efforts have been contributed on adaptation methods
in WSNs. For example, to eliminate the transmission congestion in dense WSNs, IFRC [22] adapts the packet rate based
on the awareness of interference. For the purpose of energysaving, ATPC [17] controls the transmission power according
to the change of link quality. Directly applying these methods,
nonetheless, cannot improve the sensory data sharing due to the
difference on transmission patterns. While WSNs usually adopt
data flooding and collection, collaborative robots only share data
with neighbors.
Vehicular ad hoc networks operate in a highly dynamic environment, which are also similar to collaborative robots. In this
research community, SoftRate [28] leverages physical layer information to estimate the bit error rate and determine the best
rate. Rawat et al. [23] develop a joint controller of power and
contention window size for efficient data dissemination. Huang
et al. [9] propose to adapt transmission rate and power for transmitting safety message timely. The objective of these methods
is reliable transmission of safety messages, which are not appropriate to collaborative robots for maximizing the throughput
of data sharing.
VII. CONCLUSION
Collaborative robots are promising to replace manpower for
operating industrial tasks. It is fundamental to share sensory data
for efficient collaborative robots in dynamic environments. To
enhance the throughput for data sharing, we presented AdaSharing, a control theory based solution jointly adapts the packet
rate and the transmission power according to the feedback of
throughput. Both experiments and simulations demonstrated
that AdaSharing is a tailored method to collaborative robots,
which significantly outperforms existing methods on throughput improvement.
We believe AdaSharing has wider implications for wireless
design than explored in this paper. For example, AdaSharing motivates a more accurate control strategy in collaborative robots by
exploiting the optimized communications. Moreover, AdaSharing provides a general adaptation framework, which can be
extended to other systems such as driverless cars.
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